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Now there’s a secure boot add-on for
Raspberry Pi. Oh, yay?
Wibu launches DRM kit aimed at securing Pi systems from bad software distros.

Raspberry Pi, with dongle.

Wibu Systems

Raspberry Pi, the low-cost ARM-based system on a board, has gotten lots of attention from hardware
hackers and people experimenting with embedded systems. Aside from various intelligence agencies
building computing clusters out of them, Raspberry Pi boards have become an increasingly popular
part of prototyping network-integrated industrial systems—that Internet of Things that people keep
talking about. And now, it's getting attention from the software digital rights management (DRM)
industry.

At the Hannover Messe industrial technology fair in Germany today, the software licensing protection
technology firm Wibu Systems introduced a "starter kit" for Raspberry Pi based on its CodeMeter
technology that provides embedded systems developers a secure boot capability for Pi-based
hardware. The kit, which includes a software developers' kit and the CmStick—a USB hardware
"dongle" that can be used to ensure that only signed software with proper certificates can execute on
the Raspberry Pi. This presumably prevents tampering with embedded code by an attacker.

This isn't exactly UEFI for Raspberry Pi, however. The CmStick contains a SmartCard chip with about
384 kilobytes of secure memory and can store information on "thousands" of software products,
according to Wibu literature, allowing the system it's attached to to check against a pre-approved set of
developer certificates, as well as perform signature checking. The CodeMeter technology has
previously been integrated with Wind River's VxWorks real-time OS; the SDK in the starter kit is
intended to allow developers to integrate the CmStick's license and digital signature checking into the
OS of their choice to prevent unsigned or forged code from executing.

That sort of security is great for embedded systems, but it also requires that every element of the
software deployed be digitally signed, which rules out using Raspberry Pi Linux distributions (or any
open source RTOS, for that matter) without a lot of upfront work. But many embedded developers who
have focused efforts previously on the Windows platform may not care for long, since Windows 10 will
support the Raspberry Pi 2 and bring along a completely digitally signed OS when it releases.

Sean Gallagher / Sean is Ars Technica's IT Editor. A former Navy officer, systems administrator, and network systems integrator
with 20 years of IT journalism experience, he lives and works in Baltimore, Maryland.
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